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Abstract: Real-time monitoring of product titers during process development and production of
biotherapeutics facilitate implementation of quality-by-design principles and enable rapid bioprocess
decision and optimization of the production process. Conventional analytical methods are generally
performed offline/at-line and, therefore, are not capable of generating real-time data. In this study,
a novel fiber optical nanoplasmonic sensor technology was explored for rapid IgG titer measurements.
The sensor combines localized surface plasmon resonance transduction and robust single use Protein
A-modified sensor chips, housed in a flexible flow cell, for specific IgG detection. The sensor requires
small sample volumes (1–150 µL) and shows a reproducibility and sensitivity comparable to Protein
G high performance liquid chromatography-ultraviolet (HPLC-UV). The dynamic range of the sensor
system can be tuned by varying the sample volume, which enables quantification of IgG samples
ranging from 0.0015 to 10 mg/mL, without need for sample dilution. The sensor shows limited
interference from the sample matrix and negligible unspecific protein binding. IgG titers can be
rapidly determined in samples from filtered unpurified Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell cultures
and show good correlation with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
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1. Introduction

Efficient and cost-effective production of biologics requires the ability to accurately monitor and
control the production process. Guidelines concerning process analytical technologies (PATs) released
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2004 [1] initiated a large interest in development
and implementation of technologies for near real-time or real-time monitoring of key performance
indicators (KPIs) and critical quality attributes (CQAs) in bioproduction [2–4].

Therapeutic antibodies are currently the largest group of biopharmaceuticals. Until 2019, a total of
79 therapeutic immunoglobulin G (IgG) monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) had been approved by the U.S.
FDA [5,6]. Techniques for process development and production of mAbs using mammalian cell cultures
have been evolving rapidly, resulting in product titers ranging from about 1 to 10 mg/mL using CHO
cell cultures [7–10]. Possibilities to monitor IgG titers are central for optimizing process conditions and
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to achieve high yields as well as consistent and high product quality. The IgG titer is thus naturally an
important KPI in production of mAbs. There are several techniques that can be used for measuring IgG
titers, such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [11], protein A/G high performance liquid
chromatography-ultraviolet (Protein A/G-HPLC-UV) [12,13], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [14,15],
biolayer interferometry (BLI) [16] and capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CE-MS) [17].
Among these, protein A/G-HPLC-UV has been the most widely used method for bioprocess monitoring
and validation due to its high selectivity, robustness and reliable results. However, these methods
typically require multiple sample preparation steps and are difficult to automize and implement as
on-line/in-line techniques and are, therefore, generally performed at-line or off-line. Possibilities to
acquire specific near real-time or real-time data of IgG titers are thus limited. With the increasing
demand for applying PAT tools in bioprocessing, efforts have been made to reduce the turn-around time
of available analytical methods. Pedersen et al. introduced a method using flow-induced dispersion
analysis that could quantify IgG in cell culture broth in less than 15 min [18]. Swartz et al. developed a
quick and cost-effective antibody-nanocage turbidity assay for rapid measurements of IgG in cell culture
samples [19]. These methodologies were, however, not possible to integrate for on-line measurements.
An on-line/at-line system using a portable ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system
interfaced with an UPLC−process sample manager was recently developed by Letha et al., indicating
the potential for more rapid IgG titer measurements [20]. The technique, however, requires complex
equipment and sample handling, including purification, which complicates implementation in
bioproduction. Despite large efforts to improve the speed of IgG quantification methods, there is still a
lack of robust cost-effective sensor systems that allow for specific on-line real-time titer measurements.

Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)-based sensors, or nanoplasmonic sensors,
have emerged as versatile techniques for label-free biomolecular interaction analysis [21–23]. LSPR is
an optical phenomenon caused by coherent electron oscillations in metal nanostructures. The resonance
conditions are sensitive to changes in refractive index in the immediate vicinity of the nanostructures,
which enable detection of analyte binding to immobilized ligands. In comparison to benchtop surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor systems, LSPR sensors require significantly less complex optical setups
and are less sensitive to temperature fluctuations and changes in the sample background. However,
SPR can enable label-free at-line and off-line monitoring of IgG titers in samples from upstream
process steps but, due to the narrow and low dynamic range, with reported values spanning from
13–30 µg/mL [24], 0.019–9.6 µg/mL [15] to 2–200 µg/mL [14], extensive sample dilution is required.

Here, we explore a novel LSPR-based sensor technology that combines nanoplasmonic sensing
with fiber optics that is possible to integrate for specific on-line/in-line biodetection in real-time.
The sensor technology, schematically described in Figure 1, was developed in close collaboration with
ArgusEye AB (Linköping, Sweden) with the purpose of enabling more efficient bioprocess monitoring.
To our knowledge this is the first LSPR-based sensor system designed for on-line/in-line bioprocess
monitoring. The analytical performance of the sensor system for detection of IgG in complex samples
was evaluated using samples from both upstream and downstream process steps, and data was in good
agreement with results from ELISA and protein G-HPLC-UV. The sensor has a short response time
(seconds to minutes) and a large and tunable dynamic range (from 0.0015 mg/mL to about 30 mg/mL)
and was capable of rapid IgG quantification in cell-free samples directly without any need for sample
pretreatment. Successful integration of this novel sensor technology in bioproduction and process
development could improve process understanding, facilitate implementation of quality by design
(QbD) and development of strategies for continuous processing.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the sensor system setup. Samples with IgG were injected into 
the flow cell containing the sensor chip. (B) Nanoplasmonic sensor chips were functionalized with 
Protein A for specific recognition of IgG. Binding of IgG to the sensor chip result in a concentration-
dependent redshift of the LSPR peak maximum. The sensor signal is transmitted to the detector using 
fiber optics and was monitored in real-time using a dedicated software. 
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N-Ethyl-N′-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC), N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), ethanolamine, 4-Morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES), purified IgG 
from human serum (5.5 g/L) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Protein A was 
supplied by Medicago AB (Upsala, Sweden). Hyclone ActiPro Medium, Hyclone Cell boost 7a, 
Hyclone Cell boost 7b were purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences (Logan, UT, USA). Sheep 
antihuman IgG gamma chain and sheep antihuman IgG gamma chain peroxidase conjugate were 
purchased from by The Binding Site Group Ltd (Birmingham, UK). TMB (Tetramethylbenzidine) 
substrate kit, Novex sharp prestained protein standard, Bolt LDS sample buffer, Bolt 4–12% Bis-Tris 
Plus gels, MOPS (4-Morpholinepropanesulfonic acid) SDS running buffer, SimplyBlue SafeStain 
solution were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rockford, IL, USA). GlutaMAXTM (100×) was 
from Life Technologies/Gibco (Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

2.2. Ligand Immobilization 

Ligand immobilization to carboxyl sensor chips (ArgusEye AB, Linköping, Sweden) was carried 
out using carbodiimide (EDC/NHS) coupling chemistry. A (v/v 1:1) mixture of 20 µL of 0.4 M EDC 
and 0.1 M NHS was added to the sensor surfaces, and carboxyl groups were activated for 45 min. 
After rinsing with Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm−1), 20 µL of 0.5 mg/mL ligand solution was added and 
the coupling reaction was carried out for 2 h. Unreacted carboxyl groups were deactivated by using 
of 20 µL of 1 M ethanolamine (pH 8.5) for 30 min. The sensor substrates were rinsed and stored in 
PBS buffer before being inserted into the LSPR system.  

2.3. LSPR Measurements  

The fiber optical sensor system was provided by ArgusEye AB and includes a flow cell and an 
optical detection unit comprising a halogen light source and a spectrophotometer. Sensor chips 
functionalized with Protein A (ProtA) or BSA were inserted into the flow cell and equilibrated with 
PBS buffer at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using an HPLC pump for about 15 min to ensure stable baseline. 
Samples were manually injected into the flow cell and the sensor signal was continuously recorded 
using software developed by ArgusEye. Purified monomeric IgG and filtrated bioreactor samples 
(provided by BioInvent International AB, Lund, Sweden) were used to validate the analytical 

Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the sensor system setup. Samples with IgG were injected into the
flow cell containing the sensor chip. (B) Nanoplasmonic sensor chips were functionalized with Protein
A for specific recognition of IgG. Binding of IgG to the sensor chip results in a concentration-dependent
redshift of the LSPR peak maximum. The sensor signal is transmitted to the detector using fiber optics
and was monitored in real-time using a dedicated software.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

N-Ethyl-N′-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC), N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS),
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), ethanolamine, 4-Morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES), purified IgG
from human serum (5.5 g/L) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Protein A was
supplied by Medicago AB (Upsala, Sweden). Hyclone ActiPro Medium, Hyclone Cell boost 7a,
Hyclone Cell boost 7b were purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences (Logan, UT, USA).
Sheep antihuman IgG gamma chain and sheep antihuman IgG gamma chain peroxidase conjugate
were purchased from by The Binding Site Group Ltd (Birmingham, UK). TMB (Tetramethylbenzidine)
substrate kit, Novex sharp prestained protein standard, Bolt LDS sample buffer, Bolt 4–12% Bis-Tris Plus
gels, MOPS (4-Morpholinepropanesulfonic acid) SDS running buffer, SimplyBlue SafeStain solution
were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rockford, IL, USA). GlutaMAXTM (100×) was from
Life Technologies/Gibco (Carlsbad, CA, USA).

2.2. Ligand Immobilization

Ligand immobilization to carboxyl sensor chips (ArgusEye AB, Linköping, Sweden) was carried
out using carbodiimide (EDC/NHS) coupling chemistry. A (v/v 1:1) mixture of 20 µL of 0.4 M EDC
and 0.1 M NHS was added to the sensor surfaces, and carboxyl groups were activated for 45 min.
After rinsing with Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm−1), 20 µL of 0.5 mg/mL ligand solution was added and
the coupling reaction was carried out for 2 h. Unreacted carboxyl groups were deactivated by using of
20 µL of 1 M ethanolamine (pH 8.5) for 30 min. The sensor substrates were rinsed and stored in PBS
buffer before being inserted into the LSPR system.

2.3. LSPR Measurements

The fiber optical sensor system was provided by ArgusEye AB and includes a flow cell and
an optical detection unit comprising a halogen light source and a spectrophotometer. Sensor chips
functionalized with Protein A (ProtA) or BSA were inserted into the flow cell and equilibrated with
PBS buffer at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using an HPLC pump for about 15 min to ensure stable baseline.
Samples were manually injected into the flow cell and the sensor signal was continuously recorded using
software developed by ArgusEye. Purified monomeric IgG and filtrated bioreactor samples (provided
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by BioInvent International AB, Lund, Sweden) were used to validate the analytical performance of the
sensor system. The system was run in a normal laboratory setting at room temperature without any
additional temperature control.

2.4. CHO Cell Cultivation

A recombinant CHO cell line (CHOK-1 derivate cell line) producing human IgG was provided
from Cobra Biologics Ltd. (Newcastle, UK). The CHO cell line was cultured in spinner flasks in
fed-batch mode at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere containing 7.5% CO2. HyClone ActiproTM

medium supplemented with 3% GlutaMAXTM (100×) was used as culture media. At day three of
culture, a daily feed of 2% HyClone Cell BoostTM 7a and 0.2% HyClone Cell BoostTM 7b of the culture
volume was applied. Samples for analysis were withdrawn from the culture daily, centrifuged (200× g,
5 min) and the supernatant was 0.2 µm filtered before storage at −20 ◦C.

2.5. ELISA IgG Quantification

ELISA assays were performed using a general colorimetric sandwich ELISA procedure. Briefly,
Sheep antihuman IgG gamma chain was coated on a Maxisorp Nunc-Immuno well plate (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. After rinsing, standards (Purified IgG from human serum)
and samples were added and incubated for 2 h at 37 ◦C. Samples were discarded followed by
adding sheep antihuman IgG gamma chain peroxidase conjugate and incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C.
Color development using TMB solution was done at room temperature and the reaction was stopped
using H2SO4. Absorbances at 450 nm and 620 nm were measured for quantification.

2.6. SDS-PAGE IgG Quantification

Novex sharp prestained protein standards were used as molecular weight standards. Samples and
standards (Purified IgG from human serum) were mixed with Bolt LDS sample buffer and purified
water and incubated for 10 min at 70 ◦C. The samples were loaded on Bolt 4–12% Bis-Tris Plus
gels, and electrophoresis was performed at 200 V for between 35 to 45 min using an XCell SureLock
electrophoresis cell (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and a E443 power supply (Consort).
Bolt MOPS SDS running buffer was used as running buffer. Gels were stained by using SimplyBlue
SafeStain solution with 1 h incubation and destained using purified water for 1 h. The gels were
scanned for further evaluation and quantification.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. LSPR Detection Setup

The LSPR measurements were conducted using a novel fiber optical sensor system comprised
of a flow cell designed for real-time on-line and in-line bioproduction monitoring connected to a
halogen light source and a detector using fiber optics (Figure 1). The flow cell was produced in medical
grade stainless steel to tolerate both cleaning in place and high pressures. Single use sensor chips,
modified with gold nanostructures and functionalized with Protein A, were docked into the flow cell to
enable specific IgG detection. Analyte binding results in a change in refractive index detected as a shift
in the LSPR resonance conditions. The sensor response (in picometer, pm) was recorded in real time
and the sensorgrams indicated both analyte concentration and binding kinetics. To simulate on-line
conditions, the flow cell was connected to a manual injection valve. An HPLC pump was used to
control the flow, and samples were injected into the flow cell using an injection valve with replaceable
sample loops with different volumes. In a real on-line detection setup, this would be replaced by an
automated system where sample fractions are collected using software-controlled valves.
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3.2. Protein A Immobilization

The sensor chips were fabricated in medical grade stainless steel modified with nanoplasmonic
gold nanostructures and further functionalized with a robust surface chemistry that enables covalent
immobilization of ligands using carbodiimide chemistry. The pH of the coupling buffer influences both
the net charge of ProtA (pI (isoeletric point) = 5.1) and the net-charge of the sensor surface, which can
affect the electrostatic attraction between the sensor surface and the protein during the coupling
reaction. ProtA with a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL prepared in three different buffers, acetate pH 4.0,
MES pH 6.0, and phosphate buffer pH 7.0 was used to compare the influence of pH on coupling
efficiency (Appendix A, Figure A1). The acidic buffers were found to give only marginally higher
IgG binding responses compared to neutral pH, which indicated that the effect of pH in this case
was not significant. ProtA immobilization was, therefore, conducted using 10 mM MES pH 6.0 in all
further experiments.

3.3. Sensor Evaluation

3.3.1. Unspecific Binding

The binding of IgG to the ProtA sensor chips was investigated using a simulated on-line setup
where samples were manually injected into the sensor flow system using an HPLC injection port.
Injection of IgG (1 mg/mL) resulted in an LSPR response of about 2000 pm (Figure 2A,B). In contrast,
when using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a ligand instead of ProtA, no significant binding could
be detected (Figure 2A,B). The contribution from unspecific binding of IgG to the sensor signal was
consequently below the detection limit of the sensor. When injecting undiluted cell culture media (1 mL)
to a ProtA chip, a negative response was obtained, followed by a very small increase in the baseline,
corresponding to only about 2% of the specific IgG binding. The negative shift is a consequence of the
yellow color of the cell culture medium that interferes with the baseline. After the injection has passed
through the flow cell, the baseline stabilizes and returns to normal. Consequently, the readout of
protein binding to sensor surface must, in this case, be assessed after the injection. Here, the responses
during the dissociation phase (t > 150 s, 40.6 pm) better reflect the binding and indicate a negligible
unspecific interaction between components in the cell culture medium and the ProtA sensor chip
(Figure 2B). The negative dip can also, if needed, be subtracted by including a reference cell to the
system. In these experiments, the sample volume was 1 mL and was injected into the system at a flow
rate of 1 mL/min. With smaller sample volumes, the influence on sample color can be eliminated and
effects of unspecific binding further reduced (vide infra).
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Figure 2. Unspecific binding evaluation using bovine serum albumin (BSA) chips and cell culture
medium (HyClone ActiProTM + GlutaMax) as negative controls. (A) Representative sensorgrams
showing the binding of IgG (1 mg/mL) to a ProtA chip and a BSA chip, and the binding of cell culture
medium to a ProtA chip. (B) Comparison of specific and unspecific binding responses. Relative binding
responses at t = 250 s were averaged (n = 3 sensor chips), and error bars show standard deviations.
Injection volume was 1 mL.
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3.3.2. Regeneration Scouting

As in most other affinity-based biosensors, the ProtA sensor chips can be regenerated to allow
for multiple consecutive measurements. To evaluate the efficiency of the regeneration process,
different concentrations of IgG were injected followed by a short (1 min) 10 mM glycine buffer pH 2.5
pulse (Figure 3A). The regeneration buffer efficiently disrupted the interaction between IgG and ProtA
and the signal returned to baseline after a single regeneration pulse for the two lower (0.0625 and
0.156 mg/mL) IgG concentrations. After a second regeneration pulse, the chip exposed to 1 mg/mL IgG
also returned close to baseline (Figure 3A,B). ProtA is fairly stable under these conditions but to verify
the effect of the regeneration buffer on the IgG binding, eight cycles of IgG injections, each followed
by two regeneration pulses, were conducted (Figure 3C). Absolute and relative binding responses at
the last injection were reduced by only 1.5 and 4.8%, respectively, as compared to the first injection
(Figure 3D). The ProtA chips are, consequently, both robust enough to allow for multiple consecutive
measurements while efficiently preventing unspecific protein binding, which are important properties
for PAT applications.
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Figure 3. (A) Binding and regeneration profiles of IgG to a ProtA chip using three IgG concentrations:
0.0156, 0.0625 and 1 mg/mL. (B) Baseline shift after first and second regeneration pulse. (C) Sensorgrams
obtained after eight cycles of IgG injections (1 mg/mL) each followed by two regeneration pulses using
10 mM glycine buffer pH 2.5. (D) Change in absolute and relative binding responses after each binding
and regeneration cycle. The relative binding response is the difference between the absolute responses
and the baseline before each IgG injection. The sample volume was 1 mL in all experiments.

3.3.3. IgG Binding Reproducibility

To test the reproducibility and robustness of the sensor system, binding responses from three
different sensor chips were compared using IgG samples with different concentrations: 0.0156, 0.0625
and 2 mg/mL (Figure 4). The colored area in the sensorgrams indicate the 95% confidence intervals for
three independent sensor chips and two injection replicates per chip. Binding responses at t = 250 s
were used to evaluate the variation between sensor chips and within sensor chips. Coefficient of
variation (CV) of the binding responses across sensor chips varied from 9.5 to 12.7%, while with the
same chip, the variations were only about 3 to 4% (Table 1). These results show that the data generated
using the sensor system were highly reproducible, also when using different sensor chips.
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Table 1. Coefficient of variation (CV) of binding responses at t = 250 s of three IgG concentrations:
0.015, 0.0625 and 2 mg/mL. Between-chip CV was calculated based on the mean responses obtained
from three different chips. Within-chip CV was the mean of CV calculated based on binding responses
obtained from the same chip.

Concentration (mg/mL) 0.0156 0.0625 2

Between-Chip CV (%) 12.7 11.4 9.5
Within-Chip CV (%) 2.6 3.3 4.3

3.3.4. Dynamic Range

The ProtA sensor chips have a certain number of accessible IgG binding sites that depend on
the surface concentration of immobilized ProtA and their relative orientation on the sensor surface
and, therefore, show an upper limit in binding capacity. When fully saturated, the sensor response
was about 2000 pm. The IgG concentration required to saturate the surface was found to depend
on injection volume (Appendix A, Figure A2), which enables flexible tuning of the dynamic range.
The dynamic range of the sensor system was investigated using three different injection volumes, 1 mL,
20 µL and 1 µL. The sensor surface was saturated at lower concentrations when increasing the injection
volumes (Figure 5). By varying the injection volume in the range of 1 µL to 1 mL, the total dynamic
range could be expanded to more than three orders of magnitude, from 0.0015 to about 30 mg/mL.
The linear range for quantification was estimated to be 0.0015–0.06, 0.125–1.5, and 0.5–10 mg/mL at
1 mL, 20 µL and 1 µL injection volumes, respectively. Compared to ELISA [25,26], which is normally
performed at the µg/mL level, and to a recently developed protein A-HPLC-UV method [27] with
an improved linear range of 0.01–5.2 mg/mL, the sensor system used here showed a substantially
higher upper limit for quantification. The linear range reported in present work covers the range
of normal cell culture titers (5–10 mg/mL) that can be routinely achieved in industrial cell culture
processes nowadays [7,8]. Therefore, bioreactor samples can be analyzed without the need of dilution,
which simplifies sample handling and facilitates on-line/in-line detection.

3.3.5. IgG Quantification in Bioreactor Samples

Filtrated crude bioreactor samples, provided from an industrial bioproduction process with a
known concentration of 2.3 mg/mL determined by Protein G-HPLC-UV, were used to validate the
method for quantification. Nine IgG standards diluted from a monomeric sample of the same IgG were
used to calibrate the system, and two injections of sample were used for concentration determination.
A full recording of both standards and samples are shown in Figure 6A. Extracted sensorgrams of IgG
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concentrations, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 mg/mL defining the linear range are shown in Figure 6B. Interestingly,
although the bioreactor samples had a distinct yellow color, the negative dip seen during the association
phase when using 1 mL injection volumes (Figure 2A) was not observed here when using a smaller
sample volume of 1 µL. The linearity of the standard curve was high with R2 = 0.9962, and the determined
concentration of 2.5 mg/mL was in very good agreement with the expected value (Figure 6C).Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 13 
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Figure 6. Quantification of IgG in filtrated upstream samples from a bioreactor cell culture. The sample
has an IgG concentration of 2.3 mg/mL determined by traditional Protein G-HPLC-UV. (A) A full run
of nine IgG standards with various concentrations starting from 0.125 to 15 mg/mL and two injections
of the bioreactor sample. 1 µL of samples was used for measurements. Concentrations are displayed
on top of each individual sensorgram. The sensor chip was regenerated using 10 mM glycine buffer pH
2.5 after each sample injection. (B) Extracted and normalized sensorgrams of the sample and six IgG
standards (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 mg/mL) used for making the calibration curve. (C) Calibration curve and
determined concentration of sample based on two replicates.
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3.4. Measurement of IgG Titers during Cell Culture

The possibility to rapidly and accurately determine IgG titers over a wide concentration range
in an upstream process step was further assessed using a CHO fed-batch culture. Samples collected
daily for 15 days from a CHO cell culture were measured using the same sensor chip and IgG titers
were determined. A full run, including standards and samples, is shown in Figure 7A. Negative dips
in the sensorgrams of samples (D0–D14) were caused by the color of the media but did not interfere
with the analysis of the data. Based on the linear range (Figure 7B) and expected concentrations of
IgG, a sample volume of 150 µL was used for all the measurements. The binding responses leveled off

at day 11 (Figure 7C), indicating that a maximum titer was achieved. Since the binding responses of
samples at day 11, 12, 13 and 14 were lower than the maximum binding capacity (2036 ± 120 pm),
and were within the linear range of the sensor chip, the sensor surface was never saturated.
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Figure 7. LSPR measurement of filtrated cell culture samples collected daily over two weeks of cultivation.
(A) A full run of six IgG standards (diluted from downstream monomeric IgG sample 15 mg/mL) with
different concentrations marked on top of each sensorgram and 15 cell culture samples collected from
day 0 to day 14 (D0–D14). Injection volume was 150 µL. (B) Calibration curve. (C) Binding responses of
samples over cultivation time.

In Figure 8A, the LSPR data are compared to results from ELISA and SDS-PAGE. All methods
show a similar trend, that the highest IgG titers were reached at around day 10–11. There was no
significant difference between ELISA and LSPR titers for 13 of the 15 measured samples. Titers estimated
using ELISA in samples from day 10 and 11 were higher compared to LSPR. For ELISA, there was
a drop in IgG titers after day 11. However, such change was not seen in either LSPR or SDS-PAGE.
Interestingly, ELISA gave higher IgG titers than LSPR for day 10 and 11 but the same titers as LSPR
after that. The ELISA titers were, therefore, likely overestimated for these two samples. Despite this
difference, a high degree of correlation (R2 = 0.9629) between these two methods was obtained using
linear regression analysis (Figure 8B). The growth curve from LSPR also showed good correlation
with SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) and a similar correlation
coefficient was attained as when comparing LSPR and ELISA. Both ELISA and LSPR use ligand specificity
for IgG detection. The small variation in IgG titers between the two methods could be a result of different
IgG ligands used for the calibrations. Binding of Human IgG to Anti-human IgG gamma chain and
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monomeric recombinant IgG to Protein A were used for ELISA and LSPR calibration, respectively. Ideally,
for both methods, the sample and the standard should contain the same type of IgG.
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4. Conclusions

In the present work, a reproducible and reliable nanoplasmonic sensor system for rapid monitoring
of IgG titers was evaluated. IgG quantification results from crude cell culture supernatants were highly
comparable to conventional protein G-HPLC-UV and ELISA methods. The sample measurement was
completed within two minutes by injecting filtrated crude samples directly into the sensor system.
The linear dynamic detection range could also be tuned by varying the injection volumes, and samples
with concentrations from 0.0015 up to 10 mg/mL could be quantified. The large dynamic range enabled
monitoring of titers commonly seen in both upstream and downstream process steps without any
sample dilution. While all the measurements in this work were performed under simulated on-line
conditions, the flexible sensor design can enable real-time operation on-line when combined with an
auto-sampler that diverts or collects and directs cell-free samples from bioreactors into the flow cell.
We thus envision that this novel sensor system can be utilized as a versatile technology for on-line
real-time IgG monitoring in both process development and bioproduction.
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